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5 simple, yet powerful hacks to harness
the power of Positive Psychology.

GETTING STARTED

Emotions have momentum. A positive emotion will tend to
create more positivity. Negativity will beget more negativity.
For example, when people start complaining, they find more
things to be dissatisfied about and the negativity grows. In the
short term, negative emotions can feel satisfying - it feels good
to get something off your chest and have your woes
acknowledged - but when this becomes the status quo of a
working environment people become unhappy, disengaged and
unproductive.
Happy workers are 12% more productive.
- University of Warwick
People’s emotions are a result of how they interpret situations
based on their own personal conditioning, values and
experiences. The reactions they have are habitual and can feed
the growth of more emotional response, whether positive or
negative, creating either a downward spiral into negativity or an
upward spiral into positivity.
The good news is small changes can have a huge impact on the
culture of a business and the engagement and productivity of
the teams within it.
Cheers!
Dan Trommater
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HACK #1
Build Positive
Emotions To Get
Positive Action
Apart from being unpleasant to experience,
negative emotions have a bigger impact by
engaging the fight or flight response in the
brain. This changes how people interact
with their world - instead of being open,
curious, creative, capable of empathy, and
seeing things from other’s perspective,
they are closed, defensive and stuck in
their own opinions.
This is problematic for anyone who is trying
to increase collaboration, motivation,
innovation and create a positive working
environment.
Action is born out of emotion. If you are
feeling a positive emotion like joy, creativity
is triggered, or feeling gratitude, generosity
is the response.
Organizations that find ways to help their
employees experience positive emotions at
work will have a happier, more engaged
workforce.

IMPLEMENT THIS HACK:
USE POSITIVE LANGUAGE
By communicating with positive language, you
can spark positive emotions in others, helping
them to become more open and engaged.

Language is a powerful tool because
communication is present in almost every
element of business both written and verbal.
Positive language reduces conflict and
defensiveness and improves overall
communication.
POSITIVE LANGUAGE HAS
THE FOLLOWING TRAITS:
It focuses on what can be done,rather
than what can’t be done.
It is empathetic, rather than blaming.
It is helpful or encouraging.
It looks to positive actions or the
positive outcomes expected.

As a leader you can encourage positive
language by highlighting when you notice it in
others and praising its use. Get your team on
board by asking for their ideas of where
positive language could be used in
communications within the organization and
empower them to start making those changes.

HACK #2
Build High
Quality
Connections
Happy, productive working environments
are full of high-quality connections between
people. These connections aren’t
dependent on closeness or intimacy, but
the quality of interactions and
whether people feel valued, open,
motivated and energized.
One way studies have shown what
distinguishes good and poor relationships is
how people respond to good news. In her
research, Shelly Gable created a framework
about the four ways people respond to good
news:

RESPONDING TO GOOD NEWS:
THE FRAMEWORK
The Active Constructive Response (ACR)
has you actually share in someone else’s
happy event by authentically being
interested, curious and proud of them. It's
not enough to only acknowledge their news.
A passive and constructive reaction is
still somewhat positive. While the listener
is happy for the speaker, they don’t seek
out more information or create an
opportunity to share in the good news.
An active destructive reaction squashes
the event by focusing on the negative or
even putting down the speaker.
A passive and destructive reaction
doesn’t acknowledge the event at all. The
listener will change the subject and might
even focus on talking about themselves.
This is the least effective response of the
four.

ACR IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE
WAY TO RESPOND

ACR is the most effective way to respond
to good news as it gives both the person
sharing the good news and the person
listening a positive outcome. Researchers
found that people who practiced ACR 3
times a day for a week:
... increased their happiness
... decreased depressive symptoms
Those who are silently supportive or active
destructive have less close, less intimate
and less trusting relationships.

"That's
great news,
congrats!
Tell me
more."
IMPLEMENT THIS HACK:
TELL ME MORE

Start noticing how you and others respond
to good news. When you catch yourself
reacting in one of the other responses,
switch immediately to ACR by becoming
enthusiastic and supportive. Ask the
speaker to share more about their good
news by saying, ‘tell me more.’
Make time regularly, such as the beginning
team meetings, or even just as you are
speaking with colleagues to ask them about
what’s going well for them and help them
celebrate in their professional and
personal wins.

HACK #3
Focus on
Strengths
Instead of
Weaknesses

Gallup studies have shown that people who
spend time each day working on tasks that
they’re already good at are six times as
likely to be engaged in their jobs.
They find their work more rewarding and
enjoy what they do.
While people shouldn’t ignore their
weaknesses entirely, putting an emphasis
on developing strengths is a tremendous
opportunity for team leaders. When
employees are allowed and encouraged to
share their thoughts, business processes
can become better streamlined, new
products can emerge, and communication
improves.

IMPLEMENT THIS HACK:
STRENGTHS DISCOVERY

Most people have a hard time identifying their
own strengths or simply don’t give it much
thought. Start by asking “Do you feel you have
the opportunity to do what you do
best every day?”
Then shut up and listen. Use open questions
and “tell me more” to help people open up and
share their thoughts.
This will allow your team to feel not only
listened to, but that they have the chance to
actively participate in team development and
success.

“Do you feel
you have the
opportunity to
do what you do
best every
day?”

HACK #4
Cultivate
Gratitude
Gratitude exercises improve well-being
through the development of a greater sense
of appreciation, broaden mental flexibility,
improve memory and help solve problems
which require more complex cognitive
processes.
Gratitude is a powerful tool in happiness
and productivity. Gratitude is not
necessarily thanking a person or deity, it’s
simply taking a bit of time to stop and
acknowledge the good in life.

Taking a few moments to be grateful for
what we have has been scientifically shown
to have a big impact on quality of life.
According to research done at the University
of California, Berkeley, people of all ages
benefit physically, emotionally and socially
from being actively grateful.
Most participants of this research spent
three weeks simply writing down a list of
things for which they were grateful. By the
end of that short time, they had stronger
immune systems, were more alert/awake
and felt less lonely and isolated.

IMPLEMENT THIS HACK:
CREATE GRATITUDE HABITS

I’ve spent nearly a year taking a photo every
day about what I’m grateful for. Having a
specific action to do every day has helped me
stay focused on the positive.
By implementing simple ways your team can
practice gratitude, people will gain the
benefits of both feeling gratitude for what
they have and feeling appreciated by others
that recognize their contributions.
Some ways to create a culture of
gratitude include:
Take the time in team meetings and
performance reviews to say thank you for
the contributions of team members.
Create a thank you board and encourage
the team to add people’s names to it when
they are grateful for help received, a job
well done or even a positive exchange.
Host regular team appreciation events it could be as simple as a potluck lunch or a
fun team building activity together.
Send a weekly gratitude email to the
team highlighting each team member and
their contributions for that week.

HACK #5
Celebrate
Successes

IMPLEMENT THIS HACK:
CELEBRATE!

In a sense, celebrating successes is an
amalgamation of the preceding 4 hacks.
It creates an environment with a success
mindset by:
... building positive emotions by giving
team members concrete occasions that will
foster celebrate wins and increase
motivation.
... focusing on strengths not weaknesses
and allowing people to shine in what they are
good at.
... building high quality connections
through sharing in each other’s wins.
... increasing gratitude of what has gone
well and the contributions of the team.

Instead of moving onto the next milestone or
project, stop to celebrate the successes, both
large and small along the way.

It’s vital to take the time to notice and
acknowledge the good work being done by
your team. They’re working hard and deserve
to feel appreciated. Not only do they
deserve it, they’ll perform even better!

3. Acknowledge successes at the start
of the team meeting

If you take the time to celebrate your team’s
wins, you’ll find that you’re also bringing
people together, increasing motivation for
future milestones, and creating a success
mindset within the whole team.
Some ways to celebrate success:
1. Build milestone celebrations into
your project plans
2. Dinner and drinks after work
4. Set up a “Win Wall” as a public display
of recognition
5. CAKE! Everybody loves cake
6. Recognition events that reward
success with an engaging presenter

People love to celebrate and you can excite
and engage them by asking for their input, or
better yet, put them in charge of organizing
and implementing ideas for ways to celebrate.

BONUS HACK
Take It To the
Next Level
WITH A UNIQUE TEAM BUILDING
WORKSHOP OR KEYNOTE
A team building event is a perfect way to
build on the principles of this download.
Whether you are looking to increase
engagement, deal with change, improve
communication or ignite creativity, team
building events motivate and unify your team.

Depending on your team’s specific needs, my
unforgettable programs are customized to
help you reach your goals.
Through the use of world-class humor and
magic, some topics I can facilitate with your
team include:

The Secret of Highly Engaged Teams:
Cultivating Passion, Commitment
and Action
Conjuring Creativity:
Increase Innovation and Think
Outside the Box
Master the Magic of Leadership:
An Exploration of Influence, Connection
and Empowerment

I also have programs on resilience,
empathy, gratitude and more.
Contact me
dan@trommater.com
(647) 345-6986

Find out how a customized program
can help your team.
WWW.DANTROMMATER.COM

ABOUT DAN

Dan helps teams improve engagement,
better solve problems and boost
performance with unique keynotes and
workshops. By using world-class magic,
humour, stories and interactive exercises
he delivers a powerful message about
learning to see things from other people’s
perspective to improve communication
and influence. This provides business
and life changing opportunities for
those who adopt it.

